
SOUTH AFRICAN BUSINESS PLAN

This free Business Plan example provides you with a sample business plan as well as guidance on how to write a
business plan and important.

But where do you start when writing a business plan? The brand is currently selling online, however has also
recently diversified to selling in independent shoe shops. As such, the company has started a recycling and
training academy in Khayelitsha, where consumers can return old sneakers that are then repaired by
Khayelitsha residents and donated to those in need of shoes. What differentiates your product or service from
those already available in the market. Some important aspects to cover include: The anticipated timeline to
bring your new product to the market. How will I differentiate my offering from my competitors? What is the
problem that you will be solving? Economic, social and personal circumstances change and your business plan
may need adapting to ensure that it is still in line with your strengths. Your business may need to develop new
strategies to strengthen weaknesses, exploit opportunities and develop counter measures against threats. It
pays to plan. These documents and tables translate everything form the business plan into figures. What will
your operating costs be and profit margins. This means that Snug Sneakers will need a secure e-commerce
platform and a website that has carefully considered the user journey when buying custom sneakers. If you
have applied for any patents, copyrights, or trademarks, you would also include these in this section.
Attracting investors, shareholders and business networking What should a Business Plan include? How will
the product be distributed to customers. The process of building a business plan focuses the mind on how the
business will need to operate to give it the best chance of success. The company has also partnered with 3
independent shoe and clothing retailers focused on selling locally-sourced South African apparel. The
company will also need employees to assist with technical challenges, customer support, and warehouse staff
for the packing and distribution of their products. Additionally, the duo noticed a gap in the market where
consumers were looking for custom-fitted shoes and remain loyal to the brand that fit them best. Short
description of the business opportunityThis details who you are, what product or service you will supply and
why, who you will supply the product to and how. Additionally, there are expansion plans within year 2 to set
up distribution networks in Johannesburg, and Durban in the early part of year 3. Your business plan should
always be the first document you review your success with, measure your financial achievements with and
ensure you are staying on track. The company currently operates out of rented commercial property in
Blackheath, Cape Town. What do you need to have in place before you can start selling your products?
Industry research has shown that, on average SA consumers own 4 pairs of sneakers, with 4 in 4 consumers
indicating that shoe fit and sizes vary across brands. Importantly, who will your target market or customer be?
Example of a Business Overview and Objectives Snug Sneakers, based in Cape Town South Africa, is focused
on providing sustainable, locally produced custom footwear to South Africa, and internationally through its
e-commerce platform and local distributor network. In this comprehensive business plan example, we provide
you with what to include in your business plan and a sample business plan to help you to create a compelling
plan for your start-up. What will you be providing your market with? Example of Products and Services Snug
Sneakers will provide a line of custom sneakers for both men and women. Who will be your customer?
FinancialsOne of the most important aspects of the business plan. Both David and Stewart are social
entrepreneurs at heart and believe in providing sustainable jobs for impoverished communities. All the
research and effort that has gone in it is therefore in vain. What type of employees do I need?


